SPORT. IT’S ALL ABOUT
UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCES
Thunderhead’s ONE Engagement Hub is designed
to deliver more meaningful experiences for fans.
Fortunately, this also delivers big results for teams,
venues and sponsors.

ONE visualizes, optimizes and advances each and
every fan’s journey in real-time. Powered by AI, the
platform then delivers personalized and consistent
conversations across every touchpoint, from web
and mobile to physical stores and venues, at scale.

HOW CAN ONE HELP YOU?
BOOST SINGLE-GAME TICKET SALES
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By listening to signals from customers on research and purchase journeys, ONE helps organizations
maximize ticket sales or oﬄoad distressed inventory.
For example, acting on its connected insight, the platform identiﬁes customers failing to complete
ticket purchases. It can then automatically re-engage ‘best prospects’ through tailored content
(such as opportune, time-sensitive incentives) across all sales channels.

S UPPORT SEASON TICKET AND CORPORATE BOX SALES
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Drawing on insight from the journeys of new, current and previous purchasers, ONE delivers
content and messaging designed to maximize the number of ‘successful journeys’. In other words,
your season ticket holders or corporate box prospects will be scientiﬁcally more likely to purchase.
As appropriate, ONE delivers the very same insight and recommended actions to customer service
agents, supporting their ability to convert potential purchases and renewals.

SHIFT THAT MERCH!
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Merchandise is the loudspeaker with which fans amplify their loyalty to the world. And with
high margins, it’s a vital contributor to the success of sports vendors. Unfortunately, over 35%
of merch sales opportunities are being lost to ‘bad journeys’.
Ingesting intelligence generated from millions of historic and live fan journeys, ONE predicts
intended ‘destinations’ (such as purchasing a team shirt). And armed with this insight, ONE
then identiﬁes and converses with lookalikes, serving up personalized and time-limited oﬀers
across every channel.
This means you can be particularly nimble in responding to your most engaged super-fans,
rewarding them with unique merchandise or providing them with a voice (such as voting for
a favourite jersey).

EXPAND NON-GAME STADIUM USAGE
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Combining cross-channel insight from single-game ticket purchases (online and oﬄine), interest in
upcoming events and previous event purchases, ONE can accurately identify your best prospects for
non-sports events sales. And by onboarding external or DMP data into the mix, ONE provides even
higher levels of accuracy in its propensity modelling.
The ONE platform then delivers appropriate incentives via personalized oﬀers, maximizing sales
opportunities while maintaining healthy proﬁt margins.

DELIGHT YOUR SUPER FANS – AND CREATE MORE OF THEM
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Identify high-value super-fans using event and activity thresholds: videos watched, content type,
mobile app activity, tickets purchased, merch, proﬁle detail (and combined patterns of behavior)
can be crucial signals conveying engagement.
Visualizing ‘common journey paths’, ONE then identiﬁes similar behavior from super-fans
of the future. The AI-powered, relevant and contextual content (and oﬀers) do the rest…

SUPPORT PARTNERS AND SPONSORS
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ONE can listen out for conversations that would be of particular signiﬁcance to all-important partners
or sponsors. This means you’ll be able to segment based on likely aﬃliation, driving additional income
from these relationships by supplying new prospects.
Equally, partner and sponsor promotions can be discretely and accurately directed to your own base
with the aim of raising partner and sponsor awareness and providing more conﬁdent campaign ROI.

Get in touch to ﬁnd out more: sport@thunderhead.com
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